Plasma ACTH levels during early, two-way avoidance acquisition in high- and low-avoidance rats (Hatano strains).
Having successfully bred for high- and low-avoidance rats (HAA and LAA, respectively) on a shuttlebox task, we performed three experiments designed to identify factors which might be related to the phenotypic differences seen in avoidance behavior. In experiment 1, shuttlebox behavior was measured to determine whether the phenotypic difference was activity related. In terms of intertrial responses, there was no difference between HAA and LAA rats in locomotor activity during the conditioning process. Experiment 2 compared adrenal weights of HAA and LAA rats at 11 weeks of age. The observation that the adrenal glands were heavier in HAA than in LAA rats suggested that these strains might differ in aspects of endocrine response. In experiment 3, plasma levels of ACTH and corticosterone were determined during early escape/avoidance acquisition in the shuttlebox. Plasma levels of ACTH after the shuttlebox testing were higher in HAA than in LAA rats. There was no difference between the two strains in plasma levels of corticosterone after testing, possibly due to a ceiling effect. These results suggest that the phenotypic differences in the acquisition of avoidance behavior of HAA and LAA rats may be related to different endocrine responses, rather than to locomotor activity.